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ABOUT WASHINGTON PARK

● Community Area 40 - Located on Chicago’s southeast 
side, 1.4 miles west of the lake and 4.5 miles south of 
Downtown. 

● Rich in history, natural and transportation assets, 
cultural treasures, and engaged residents.

● 11,355 residents. Population declined nearly 80%
between 1950 and 2010.

● Covers 1.48 square miles, including the Park. 2,881
parcels of property were identified in the survey area.

● Median household income is $25,955; for Chicago, it’s
$53,000.

● Of households, 13% own their home, compared to 44%
in Chicago; 40% are housing cost-burdened. 



ABOUT THE 
WASHINGTON PARK 
RESIDENTS’ ADVOCACY 
COUNCIL (WPRAC)

The Washington Park Residents’ Advocacy Council (WPRAC) advocates for 
the residents of Washington Park (Community Area 40) in the areas of 
housing, education, economic development, safety, health and wellness, 
community empowerment, and sustainability. WPRAC’s mission is 
centered on Washington Park residents building and sustaining the 
community through knowledge, skills, resources, values and commitments. 
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GOAL 1: Develop & implement the Washington Park Parcel 
Survey (WPPS), a point-in-time property conditions survey to 
form a properties database and website visualizing 
neighborhood data for community members.  

GOAL 2: Collect and analyze additional property data to identify 
housing trends, issues, and potential housing resources available 
to Washington Park residents.  

GOAL 3: Develop and plan for tangible, proactive policies to 
address concerns about housing affordability and other issues 
impacting the Washington Park community and its residents. 

The Washington Park Housing Data Project

The Washington Park Housing Data 
Project is designed to empower 
community-based organizations with 
the housing data necessary to make 
informed cases to advance policy and 
program strategies that support 
existing residents’ ability to maintain 
their housing in Washington Park.
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● Community-designed questions to capture the built and land 
conditions of Washington Park in 2019. 

● Youth and volunteers surveyed 2,881 parcels using the 
mobile survey app Landgrid.

● WPPS results include data on structure presence, lot 
identification, conditions, occupancy, building type and 
more.

● WPPS data was cross-analyzed with over 20 publicly-
available datasets to identify five Key Findings about 
Washington Park’s built environment. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD
HYPERVACANCY 

Washington Park exists in a state of 
severe hypervacancy, with more than 

170 acres of inactive property in the form 
of vacant lots, vacant homes, and other 

vacant structures. 

FINANCIALLY VULNERABLE 
RENTERS

Washington Park is primarily a 
community of low-income renters, of 

which 58% are housing-cost burdened, 
paying more than 30% of their income 

toward rent.

VERY LOW 
HOMEOWNERSHIP RATE

Only 13% of residents are homeowners, 
of which 40% are burdened by housing 

costs, further impacting an overall sense 
of neighborhood stability.

LACK OF PRIVATE
DEVELOPMENT

While adjacent neighborhoods have 
experienced increased private 

development activity in recent years, 
Washington Park has been largely left 

behind. 

UNHEALTHY 
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

Health outcomes in Washington Park are 
among the worst on Chicago’s South Side, 
and challenges in the built environment 
likely aggravate poor health conditions 

for residents.

1. 2.

3. 4.

5.

FIVE
KEY 
FINDINGS
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KEY FINDING 1: 
NEIGHBORHOOD HYPERVANCY 

• An estimated 44% of properties are inactive--either a 
vacant lot or a vacant building

• Of 2,881 parcels, 1,175 are vacant lots (41% of parcels). 
For comparison, Hyde Park has only 90 vacant lots (3% of 
parcels). 

• Out of 1,266 structures, 137 (10%) are vacant; Of these,
over 80% need repairs. 

• Cook County owns only a handful of residential 
properties in Washington Park compared to neighboring 
Woodlawn. 
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● Twenty percent of all parcels are city-owned vacant lots,
the highest of all 77 Community Areas. 

● City of Chicago owns 593 of Washington Park’s 1,175 
vacant lots.

● Over half of Washington Park’s vacant lot inventory is 
publicly-owned allowing for potential opportunity. 

● Community members and partners can utilize vacant lots 
to improve neighborhood housing, retail, jobs, and health.
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KEY FINDING 2: 
FINANCIALLY VULNERABLE RENTERS

● Community of Renters: 86% of Washington Park residents 
live in a rental unit, compared to 51% citywide.

● Rent-Burdened: 58% are rent-burdened, paying more than
30% of their income towards rent.

● Higher residential rental vacancy rate (14.5%) compared to 
the citywide rate (6.32%).

● Higher eviction rate: At 3.3%, three times the rate of the 
City overall (1.1%); signals financial vulnerability of existing 
residents. 
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KEY FINDING 3: 
VERY LOW HOMEOWNERSHIP RATE
• Low Homeownership Rate: only 13% of Washington Park’s 

occupied housing units are owner-occupied compared to 45% 
for the City of Chicago. 

• Housing Cost-Burdened: 43% of Washington Park 
homeowners spend 30% or more of their income on housing 
costs.

• Cost-burdened homeowners may face higher risk of 
foreclosure if they are unable to support the costs of 
increased taxes or home maintenance needs.

• Losing long-time homeowners in Washington Park could have 
large implications for the community, such as less stability for 
remaining residents. 
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KEY FINDING 4: 
LACK OF PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT
● Washington Park has not seen the same level of private 

development activity as in neighboring Woodlawn and 
Hyde Park.

● Recent increases in property sales in Washington Park have 
not translated to new construction or private 
development.

● Low building permit activity may suggest that private 
speculators are holding property in anticipation of future 
opportunities.

● The lack of development activity heightens the risk that 
regional demand for new development near the OPC’s 
location could bypass the neighborhood’s vision.
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KEY FINDING 5: 
UNHEALTHY BUILT ENVIRONMENT
● Studies show one’s zip code can have a greater impact on a 

person’s life expectancy than genetic code.

● Health Outcomes: Residents have a life expectancy of 69 
years, eight years lower than the city average.

● Environmental Pollutants: High levels of air pollution from 
sources including the Dan Ryan Expressway, carrying 14 lanes 
of traffic, and two Norfolk Southern rail yards. 

● Insufficient Tree Canopy: Including the Park, Washington Park 
has less tree coverage than neighboring Woodlawn, 
Englewood, and Hyde Park.

● Building Health: The age of building stock means that buildings 
may be at a higher risk of environmental issues like lead paint, 
asbestos, and mold.
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ADDITIONAL 2020 CHALLENGES:
COVID-19 AND CIVIL UNREST
● Events of 2020 underscore disparities and challenges faced 

by the residents of Washington Park.

● Emerging research shows that Washington Park, like many 
majority-minority zip codes in Chicago, is among the hardest 
hit by COVID-19. Residents have higher rates of preexisting 
conditions such as diabetes, heart disease, lung disease, and 
high blood pressure. 

● Additional financial pressure posed by the pandemic is 
especially troubling for those already experiencing financial 
difficulties, increasing the risk of eviction or foreclosure.

● Protests over the killing of George Floyd were followed by
property damage along key commercial and retail corridors 
in Washington Park.
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● Recent investments can point stakeholders towards ways 
on actively investing in community.

● UChicago’s Arts Block along East Garfield Boulevard has 
potential to become a socioeconomic driver.

● XS Tennis, a state-of-the-art athletic facility on South State 
Street.

● The Sweet Water Foundation’s commercial farm, 
community garden, and related projects. 

● Affordable housing developments, including KLEO Art 
Residences along the Garfield Boulevard corridor.

● CTA’s Garfield Gateway Project, a major modernization of 
the historic Green Line rail station with potential to help 
spur development on Garfield Boulevard. 

RECENT INVESTMENTS
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WPRAC’S 
SUMMARY OF 
RECOMMENDATIONS
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SUMMARY OF 
RECOMMENDATIONS

REIMAGINE

1. Implement a collaborative community process to 
establish a collective vision for the neighborhood.

1. In preparation for the community planning process, 
conduct a Community Census to better understand the 
housing and other needs of existing residents.

3. Engage with urban landscape designers during and 
after the planning process to establish a neighborhood 
design that addresses environmental challenges, 
prioritizes health outcomes for residents, and highlights 
the community’s location as an important urban 
gateway.

4. Rebrand the neighborhood as a place of affordability 
and innovation.
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SUMMARY OF 
RECOMMENDATIONS

EQUITABLY REBUILD

5. Work with the City to establish a new short-term 
Community Housing Fund to invest in the housing 
needs of existing Washington Park residents and help 
spark new development.

6. Fund a centralized Housing Resource Center to serve 
residents of Washington Park, Woodlawn, and South 
Shore.

7. Implement a proactive effort to strategically reactivate 
vacant City lots and repurpose land in alignment with 
the community’s vision.

8. Partner with the Cook County Land Bank Authority to 
acquire undeveloped and unproductive properties 
and land, particularly those that are privately held, and 
put them back to productive use in a way that supports 
the community’s vision.
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SUMMARY OF 
RECOMMENDATIONS

EQUITABLY REBUILD

9. Innovate and explore new housing models to meet 
existing resident needs, while strategically 
leveraging opportunities to develop new markets in 
partnership with anchor institutions.

10.Preserve existing housing affordability by 
collaborating with the Preservation Compact to 
develop and implement a focused Washington Park 
strategy, using a variety of tools to preserve existing 
affordable rental housing units.

11.Attract and support development of businesses and 
affordable retail that create jobs and neighborhood 
amenities.
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THANK YOU
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